

Host Quchant says:
A long time ago...in a galaxy...er...well it fits...Last time on Star Trek: A Call To Duty: USS Tal-War...There is an away team on the planet.  OPS is in charge.  The planet's populace has been trying to communicate with the ship, it's supposed to be pre-warp.

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<begin Tal-War Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>

CTO_Farris says:
::Standing at his console pressing some blinky lights [TM]::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the away team appears on the planet

CEO_Vallis says:
@ :: on the surface looking around in a dazed stupor ::

CMO_T`Lar says:
@::on the surface, happily cataloguing illnesses::

XO_McRae says:
@::watching the CO cavort like a 5 year old::

ATO_Mirrur says:
::walks out quarters and goes into the turbolift::

CTO_Farris says:
::Pulls up the crew manifest and notices a new TO that has just come aboard and grins::

OPS_Korlak says:
::instructing Mission OPs people to accept a feed from the AT's tricorders and put it into storage for sciences dept to study::

ATO_Mirrur says:
TL: Bridge!

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the TL starts to move

XO_McRae says:
@::uses tricorder to get his bearings and locks in on the nearest settlement::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: and then shudders and stops

CMO_T`Lar says:
@::scans the AT to see if the jabs are working::

CMO_T`Lar says:
@::glad she has set up a separate data feed to SB and doesn't depend on the OPS::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the ATO is stuck in the TL between deck 2 and 3

XO_McRae says:
@Away Team: Okay, let's go everyone.

XO_McRae says:
@::heads towards the settlement::

CEO_Vallis says:
@ ::takes out his tricorder and makes continual scans as they progress towards the settlement::

CMO_T`Lar says:
@::follows the XO, still scanning::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: as the AT gets closer they see that the settlement is a lot more advanced than bronze age should be

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the OPS board begins to blink [TM] indicating a TL failure

OPS_Korlak says:
::gets on the Comm to the Cargomaster and listens to him complain about some crates in cargo hold two he's having trouble with::

CMO_T`Lar says:
@::mutters about the Prime Directive under her breath::

CEO_Vallis says:
@ ::scanning the settlement for advanced weaponry and such with his tricorder::

OPS_Korlak says:
<OPS_Urgle> Sir, we have a Turbolift malfunction...

OPS_Korlak says:
Self: Great, just great.

XO_McRae says:
@::stops::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The tricorder the CEO has starts to indicate more and more advanced weaponry

XO_McRae says:
@CO, CMO, and CEO: Okay, that doesn't look very Bronze Age.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@::picks some flowers and gives them to the XO::

CMO_T`Lar says:
@XO/CO: The damages to the environment, as well as the diseases among the population are in no way consistent with a bronze age equivalent.

OPS_Korlak says:
CTO: We appear to have a stuck turbolift just outside the bridge. I'd call Engineering, but they'd take an age to get up here. Can you see if you can force it or something?

CEO_Vallis says:
@CO/XO: Sir, I'm picking up advanced weaponry in the settlement.

CTO_Farris says:
OPS: Aye. Will do.

CMO_T`Lar says:
@CO/XO: I'm picking up all kinds of things I would have expected to find on 20th century Earth instead.

XO_McRae says:
@CO:  I recommend we try to get some information from here before we go in.  We need to find a way to be unobtrusive.

CTO_Farris says:
::Goes to a supplies locker and pulls out some rope, an engineering kit, and a phaser::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@XO: I agree Mr. McRae.     But why didn't you comment on the flowers?

CTO_Farris says:
::Goes to the door the TL should come to:: Computer: Open TL door 1. Authorization, Farris alpha beta 1 2 3.

XO_McRae says:
@::looks at the CO and ponders having her transported back to the ship::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the TL door opens to reveal the TL shaft

ATO_Mirrur says:
*Bridge*: I’m stuck in the turbolift

XO_McRae says:
@CO: Sorry, other things distracted me.  They're very nice.

CMO_T`Lar says:
@CO/XO: So, what do we do now? Report the violation and go away?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@::smiles happily::

OPS_Korlak says:
*ATO*: Acknowledged, we're working on the problem now. Please try to stay calm, help will reach you as soon as possible.

XO_McRae says:
@*OPS*: Can you get any sort of visual scan of the inhabitants of the settlement near us?

OPS_Korlak says:
*XO*: I'll work on it, sir.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The TL suddenly jerks and shoots very fast up to the bridge... surprising the CTO

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The OPS board registers a lag in the TL response times

CMO_T`Lar says:
@::tugs at the CO's sleeve::

CTO_Farris says:
::Jumps back:: Self: Did I fix that already?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@XO/CMO: I think we need to investigate further

OPS_Korlak says:
::starts trying to get the sensors to point down, wondering if it would be simpler to go out and bend the array by 90 degrees::

CMO_T`Lar says:
@::nods::

ATO_Mirrur says:
*Bridge*: Should I go into the Jeffries tubes?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@XO/CMO: But carefully, we don't want to alarm anyone.    Everyone be vewy vewy quiet.

CMO_T`Lar says:
@CO: Wabbit hunting?

OPS_Korlak says:
*ATO*: Not advisable, please wait for the rescue team.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the ATO looks out onto the bridge and hears himself over the Comm

XO_McRae says:
@CO: I'm having the ship try to get us some visuals of the settlement.  We need to get some more scans before we proceed.

CEO_Vallis says:
@ ::attempting to scan for any kind of powered weapons or weapons lock on the away team::

CTO_Farris says:
::Straightens up:: TO: The new tactical officer, I presume?

OPS_Korlak says:
::cuts himself off mid-sentence as the TL arrives::

ATO_Mirrur says:
::walks onto the bridge::

OPS_Korlak says:
::goes back to the sensor problem::

OPS_Korlak says:
*XO*: Sir, I'm sending a direct feed to your tricorder. 

ATO_Mirrur says:
CTO: reporting for duty sir

XO_McRae says:
@*OPS*: Thanks.

CMO_T`Lar says:
@CO/XO So, do we just walk into this settlement, and risk violating the PD even more?

CEO_Vallis says:
@CO/XO: Sir, my tricorder is detecting some kind of a sensing device.

XO_McRae says:
@CO: We should have some information from the ship in just a moment.

CEO_Vallis says:
@CO/XO: They know we're here already.

XO_McRae says:
@CEO: What kind of device?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the AT see a crowd of people heading that way with artificial lighting devices as it's getting dark

CMO_T`Lar says:
@CO/XO/CEO: Yes, but the fact that they do makes me very uneasy.

XO_McRae says:
@Sec Guys: Protect the CO.

CEO_Vallis says:
@XO: Unknown sir.  But it's primitive.  ::attempting to focus scans::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@XO: Well?

XO_McRae says:
@*OPS*: We've got some people heading this way.  Prepare to beam us up if they appear hostile.  I'll leave this commlink open.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@XO: What's the report from the ship?

CMO_T`Lar says:
@All: I don't like this one bit.

OPS_Korlak says:
*XO*: Acknowledged.

OPS_Korlak says:
CTO: Maintain that lock on the Away team, and prepare to beam them up at a seconds notice.

CTO_Farris says:
::Circles the TO staring:: TO: Welcome aboard. Report to your station.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@XO/CMO: So much for being inconspicuous

CTO_Farris says:
OPS: Aye, sir.

XO_McRae says:
@CO: I think we have other things to worry about right now.  We might want to hide.  I don't know if they've seen us yet.

CTO_Farris says:
::Moves over to Tac1::

CMO_T`Lar says:
@CO/XO/CEO: Too late for hiding, I should thing. CEO Vallis is right, they know we are here.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The crowd stops a little ways from the AT

ATO_Mirrur says:
CTO: how can I assist?

CTO_Farris says:
::Pulls up the transporter controls::

XO_McRae says:
@CO: Well then, let's say hello.

CEO_Vallis says:
@XO: Seems like a primitive 21st century type of scanning device.  Not exactly that.  But something similar in design and operation.  Suffice it to say, they do know we're here.

OPS_Korlak says:
::Returns to arguing with the Cargomaster over the Comm about those wobbly crates::

XO_McRae says:
@::breaking every rule he can think of, walks up to the leader of the group::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@::hangs back and lets the XO speak::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the leader of the group comes out and salutes...Vulcan style....

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: no one on the planet is Vulcan

CTO_Farris says:
TO: Umm... Let me think...

CMO_T`Lar says:
@All: Oh dear me. ::replies the salute::

CEO_Vallis says:
@::follows the XO with the two security guards::

XO_McRae says:
@::returns the salute, even though he isn't Vulcan, and then extends hand::

Host Quchant says:
<Leader dude> (in perfect federation standard): AT: Welcome, O descendents of the great ones

CTO_Farris says:
::Hears a signal from his console:: TO: There seems to be a report of theft on deck 5... Please check it out.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@::extends a salute but realizing she is feeling strange still continues to let the XO take the lead::

ATO_Mirrur says:
CTO: aye sir

XO_McRae says:
@LD: Thank you.  I must say, we are a bit surprised by all of this.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Theft is reported in cargo storage area 3 deck 5

CTO_Farris says:
ATO: To be more specific, it's storage area 3.

CEO_Vallis says:
@::surreptitiously scans the crowd for weapons::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@::whispering::     XO: They seem to be okay

Host Quchant says:
<LD> AT: I suppose you have heard of The McDowell

OPS_Korlak says:
::watching the visual of the AT on the viewscreen with great interest::

CMO_T`Lar says:
@::starts laughing uncontrollably::

CEO_Vallis says:
@ ::discreetly::  CO: I am detecting several projectile-type weapons.

ATO_Mirrur says:
:: walks over to the site where the robbery had taken place::

XO_McRae says:
@::wonders who the McDowell is::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@::decides everything is safe::   LD: I am CO_Jorgaenson of the USS Orion.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@::notices the looks from her crew::     LD: Pardon me, that's Talwar.

Host Quchant says:
<LD> CO: Ah...you are this ...er ::thinks:: ...crew's Captain?

ATO_Mirrur says:
:: takes the turbolift there::

XO_McRae says:
@::wishes the CO would warn him before announcing who she is sometimes.  Subtly motions the sec guys to be ready::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the TL arrives at Deck 5.... A short walk down from cargo storage 3

CMO_T`Lar says:
@::still giggling::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@LD: Yes, I am their Captain.    And you are?

XO_McRae says:
@::prepares to strangle the CMO if she doesn't shut up::

CMO_T`Lar says:
@::notices the XO's look and smirks at him::

Host Quchant says:
<Leader Dude> CO: I am.... Jerimah McDowell.  A direct descendent

CTO_Farris says:
::Goes back to monitoring the positions of the crew so that he can transport them, if necessary::

ATO_Mirrur says:
::walks out the turbolift and heads for cargo storage 3::

CTO_Farris says:
OPS: So...

CEO_Vallis says:
@::wondering what the heck is up with the CO and CMO::

OPS_Korlak says:
::looks at the CTO, questioningly::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the ATO arrives at Cargo Storage 3...the door is closed

CEO_Vallis says:
@ ::taking more scans of the area just to collect data for his report::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@LD: We are a little concerned about your society.     Normally progress hasn't been made quite so quickly.

CMO_T`Lar says:
@::straightens up and adjusts her uniform:: Ahem.

CTO_Farris says:
OPS: How's life?

OPS_Korlak says:
::looks like he was just hit from behind with a blunt object::

OPS_Korlak says:
CTO: Its...er. good. And... er.. you?

Host Jerimah says:
@CO: We have studied the ways and have tried to make ourselves the best we can...may we invite you to our village center for a feast?

XO_McRae says:
@::suddenly realizes why this planet's history has been deleted from the records::

CTO_Farris says:
OPS: I'm good, thanks.

CMO_T`Lar says:
@All: What is going on here?

ATO_Mirrur says:
*Bridge*: can you unlock the doors in storage area 3...thanks

OPS_Korlak says:
::looks at the CTO:: I believe that's for you. ::gives a pointy-toothed grin::

CTO_Farris says:
OPS: Yes... so much to teach him. ::Smiles::

CTO_Farris says:
*ATO*: Override it with your security code.

ATO_Mirrur says:
::takes out a phaser and sets to stun::

XO_McRae says:
@CMO: I think that a Starfleet officer may not have been as discreet as he should have been sometime in this planet's past.

CTO_Farris says:
*ATO*: Remember, if you run into anything try to avoid using weapons. This is a ship, not a bar.

CEO_Vallis says:
@::smells a faint odor...  thinks it must be his McDowell rash starting up on his bottom again::

CMO_T`Lar says:
@XO: Yes, no wonder. After all, if that was a McDowell...

CEO_Vallis says:
@::staying close to the CO and XO::

ATO_Mirrur says:
Computer: open this door...security override mirrur3321

CTO_Farris says:
*ATO*: Progress report.

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: Door opens...a dark room can be seen

ATO_Mirrur says:
:: walks carefully into the area::

XO_McRae says:
@::prepares to follow LD::

ATO_Mirrur says:
Computer: lights

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: the lights in cargo room 3 come on

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: the AT is leading with the crowd following into the town center

CMO_T`Lar says:
@::stays close to the CO/XO and scans everyone::

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: Storage barrels are everywhere and stack up to the ceiling

XO_McRae says:
@LD: So, what did The McDowell teach your people?

ATO_Mirrur says:
Anyone in the room: reveal yourself

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: no answer

CEO_Vallis says:
@::deploys Tripod and Lycos to flank the CO and XO::

CTO_Farris says:
*ATO*: What's going on down there?

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: Several young women come up to the CMO and examine her ears and complexion

CMO_T`Lar says:
@::scans her fans::

ATO_Mirrur says:
Computer: where is the robber

Host Jerimah says:
<Computer> ATO: please restate request

XO_McRae says:
@::starts looking around the "city"::

OPS_Korlak says:
::Watching the crowds worriedly, on the viewscreen::

OPS_Korlak says:
::hopes they number of people doesn’t make it difficult to do a beamout::

ATO_Mirrur says:
Computer: put a force field around any one other then me

CTO_Farris says:
::Looks at the view screen:: OPS: Should I beam them up now?

Host Jerimah says:
<Computer> ATO: There is no one else in the room

XO_McRae says:
@::realizes he should check in::

OPS_Korlak says:
CTO: If we need to do an emergency beamout while they're in that crowd, just take the entire section of people out of the crowd, we'll sort out our people afterwards.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@XO/CMO: I didn't realize we were that interesting

OPS_Korlak says:
CTO: Not yet, lets wait for them to ask.

CTO_Farris says:
OPS: Aye...

CMO_T`Lar says:
@CO/XO: Question is, what do we do about them?

ATO_Mirrur says:
::looks around for clues::

Host Jerimah says:
@<Young girl> CMO: How do you make your face look so pretty?

CTO_Farris says:
::Widens the transport field to include part of the crowd::

XO_McRae says:
@*OPS*: Everything seems to be fine here.  I'll keep you posted.  While you're not doing anything else anyway, run a full diagnostic series on pretty much everything.

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: Storage room is full of barrels.

CMO_T`Lar says:
@::starts explaining Vulcan biology to the girl::

OPS_Korlak says:
*XO*: Aye, sir. 

CTO_Farris says:
OPS: The ATO isn't answering. I may have to go down to check it out myself.

OPS_Korlak says:
*ENG_Yahoo*: I want full diagnostics of the entire ship by yesterday. Get on it now.

CTO_Farris says:
*ATO* Status report, Mr. Mirrur.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@XO/CMO: They don't seem to be dangerous

Host Jerimah says:
<ENG_Yahoo> *OPS*: on it sir

OPS_Korlak says:
CTO: Negative, I need you here in case the AT gets into trouble. The ATO will have to look after himself.

CTO_Farris says:
OPS: Aye.

ATO_Mirrur says:
*Bridge*: who made the report of a robbery?

XO_McRae says:
@CO: No they don't.

CMO_T`Lar says:
@CO/XO: No, but... do we leave them here? Keep in contact? They are technically Federation...

OPS_Korlak says:
CTO: ... But send him a security ensign if necessary

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@CMO/XO: I think we can skip worrying about contamination.     It seems Captain McDowell took care of that problem for us.

CTO_Farris says:
::Looks at report:: *ATO*: It was an automatic alarm after the inventory count.

XO_McRae says:
@CO/CMO: They aren't technically Federation, but they do seem to have some of the qualities necessary to become Federation, in the future that is.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@XO/CMO: I don't see how we can put this particular genie back in its bottle.

CMO_T`Lar says:
@CO/XO: We should send anthropologists and sociologists here. I don't see what we could do.

CEO_Vallis says:
@::scanning for what type of power source is present if any... is betting its an electrical grid::

OPS_Korlak says:
::listening to the conversations, wondering what a genie is::

CTO_Farris says:
*ATO*: Start examining the barrels. Begin with the bottom and work your way up.

Host Jerimah says:
@CO: We have heard so much about the federation but it seems we are lacking knowledge...is this 'genie' in charge?

XO_McRae says:
@CO: No we can't, but something still doesn't seem quite right.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@Jerimah: It’s a figure of speech sir.     I am the one in charge of the crew.  ::mutter::   And god help us all.

ATO_Mirrur says:
*CTO*: aye sir

Host Jerimah says:
@CO: And do you have a DTI jerk in charge of you like The McDowell?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@::snickers:: Jerimah: Yes, we do.

CMO_T`Lar says:
@::laughs::

XO_McRae says:
@::grins::

ATO_Mirrur says:
:: looks inside the barrels to see if anything is missing::

XO_McRae says:
@::makes sure that one got recorded for posterity::

ATO_Mirrur says:
:: finds some Romulan ale::

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: Barrel is marked Yamock Sauce

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: Romulan Ale is marked "McRae's"

XO_McRae says:
@::walks around the area taking scans and finding places to run if things get interesting::

OPS_Korlak says:
::sighs, and hits his console, which seems to be having technical difficulties::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@Jerimah: Tell us more about this McDowell fellow

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: As the ATO goes and checks the barrels the shelf starts to rock and one of the barrels on the top shelf falls over

CTO_Farris says:
*ATO*: What's going on down there?

ATO_Mirrur says:
::moves on to the other barrels::

OPS_Korlak says:
CTO: Problems?

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: A white drop appears on the ATO's shoulder

CEO_Vallis says:
@::listening to the conversations::

CTO_Farris says:
OPS: Not that I know of, sir. Just want to know what he's doing down there.

ATO_Mirrur says:
*CTO*: I’m looking to see what went missing

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: ...followed shortly by the rest of the contents of the barrel of Yamock sauce all over the ATO

OPS_Korlak says:
CTO: Run a scan and make sure we still have a cargo bay...

XO_McRae says:
@::walks back over to hear about The McDowell::

CTO_Farris says:
OPS: Aye. ::Runs an internal scan of the cargo bay::

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: A large splurge can be heard over the Comm from Cargo Storage 3

CTO_Farris says:
*ATO*: Be more specific.

ATO_Mirrur says:
Self: Oh no

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: the CO is engages in intense conversation with one of the other village elders

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@Jerimah: Perhaps you have a meeting hall we can go in?     Somewhere we can sit and discuss all this?

CTO_Farris says:
::Hears the noise and snickers:: *ATO* Now I know something just happened.

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: ATO is covered head to foot in Yamock Sauce

ATO_Mirrur says:
*CTO*: some Yamock sauce went all over me sir

Pam (Pam@actdnet-41780.home.cgocable.net) has joined the conversation.

XO_McRae says:
@::walks over to random person:: RandomPerson: Would it be possible for someone to show me around the city?  I'd like to see more of it.

CMO_T`Lar says:
@::joins the XO:: RP: Yes, the same goes for me.

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: Each of the AT is engaged in conversation with one of the village....'people' (no YMCA jokes please)......except for the CMO who is giving fashion and beauty advice to the teen populace

ATO_Mirrur says:
*CTO*: Can I have a shower...please...sir?

XO_McRae says:
@::looks at the CMO and wishes she'd minded her own business::

CEO_Vallis says:
@::sends a security guard off with McRae and continues nosing around, scanning the materials used for construction::

XO_McRae says:
@::sends security guard back to guard the CO::

CTO_Farris says:
*ATO*: Permission granted. Hit the showers.

CEO_Vallis says:
@::sends the guard back to follow McRae surreptitiously::

XO_McRae says:
@::glares at CEO and sec guy.  Watches sec guy run back to CO and ignore the CEO::

ATO_Mirrur says:
*CTO*: thanks sir ::walks towards his quarters::

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: the ATO leaves Yamock prints all the way down the halls

CTO_Farris says:
OPS: Well that was... interesting.

OPS_Korlak says:
CTO: We really should have something done about that barrel....

XO_McRae says:
@::walks off with his villager tour guide.  Looks over his shoulder to make sure the sec guy is staying put::

CEO_Vallis says:
@::considers sending the other security guy but decides against it::

CTO_Farris says:
OPS: Yes we should. How does it get full all the time is what I'm wondering.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@::sleepily nods in the appropriate places as the village elder dude talks::

ATO_Mirrur says:
:: walks into quarters and heads for the sonic showers::

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: Village elder dude mentions the words 'federation' 'acceptance' and 'application'

OPS_Korlak says:
CTO: I heard a rumor that ded’Bob does something with it...

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@::her eyes snap open abruptly::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@ED: I can have a proposal typed up for you within the moment

CTO_Farris says:
OPS: That explains it. Gonna have to have a talk with him...

OPS_Korlak says:
CTO: Rather you than I.

XO_McRae says:
@::walks around the town listening to the inane chatter from this guide but can't shake the feeling that something just isn't right about this place.  It’s like an old movie set, pretty on the outside, but nothing holding it up.

Host Jerimah says:
ACTION: standard timed medical reports indicate several crewmembers (CEO and CTO, and ATO among them) need the glove treatment

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@*XO*: Mr. McRae, we have a request for Federation membership, I need you back over here.

ATO_Mirrur says:
Computer: activate the sonic shower for 10 seconds at full power

Host Jerimah says:
<Computer> Error in sonic shower attachment.  Please call engineering

XO_McRae says:
@*CO*: I'm working on it.  Since I'm already out here, maybe I should start an investigation of the area as directed by Starfleet in these situations.

CTO_Farris says:
OPS: Looks like they're having a good time down there to me...

CMO_T`Lar says:
@::surrounded by a crowd of native girls, talking fashion and make-up::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
@*XO*: Good idea.    I think I will return to the ship, I seem to be a bit sleepy.      You are in charge Mr. McRae.

XO_McRae says:
@*CO*: Aye sir.

CEO_Vallis says:
@::gets the sudden feeling that his posterior is going to get violated in the near future::

XO_McRae says:
@::continues his walk around::

XO_McRae says:
@::starts performing detailed scans of the area::

OPS_Korlak says:
::pushes the polystyrene planet offstage::

XO_McRae says:
::removes star light back drop so floods can come through::

OPS_Korlak says:
::dusts the top of the consoles::

OPS_Korlak says:
::pours the Yamock sauce back into the container they store the alien creature droppings in::

Host Jerimah says:
<<<<<<<End Tal-War Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.



